BEER FLAVOR STABILITY: ESR, SO2 & BEER CHEMISTRY BASED ASSAYS
SO2 Considerations

SO2 Considerations

[SO2] is the most
significant "credit"
component of
beer EA.

FOSTER: "there is no universal lagtime value that predicts stale
tasting beer and that in order for EPR to accurately predict flavor
stability, sensory must determine the "obviously stale" limit with
regard to EPR lag time for each brand.".......watch out for "false
positives" of high EPR values driven by excessively high SO2
levels....beer can taste horrible!

[Precursors in beer] (-)....especially
bound adduct with SO2!....risk also for
acetolactate to VDK in package in
absence of yeast.

Beer [SO2]....(+)

Miller: ESR lag time times
correlate well with SO2 levels,
but not sensory results!!!!!!
Kirin: sulfite is an active free radical quencher at beer
pH's (4-7), whereas phenolic compounds (e.g. catechin,
ferulic, gallic, etc...) only quench significantly at neutral
pH's...concludes latter of little practical significance in
brewing, unlike practical importance of sulfite/SO2.
Franz: indicators to predict flavor stability
include; a) Polymerization Index for oxidation
of polyphenols during mashing, b) Reducing
Power, an indication of [melanoidins], c)
sensory evaluations as reference for all! d)
Lag-Time from ESR studies, e) [SO2], f) GC
analysis of carbonyls.
Suntory & EA....largest contributor
to EA values is SO2....therefore
yeast strain exerts large influence
due to strain dependent differences
(assuming all are happy yeast).
Relative growth also critical...happy
yeast make less SO2.

SO2 Considerations

Predicting/Correlating
Flavor Stability
Hydroxyl radical is "immensely" reactive.

Oxidation of IAAs by free radicals to staling
compounds also "likely".

Transition metals such as Fe and Cu promote the
formation of radicals.

Three means to slow radical formations
are: a) limit oxygen, b) limit light exposure
and, c) limit Cu/Fe.

Sulfur radicals are also very reactive.

Some believe the most common radical detected by
ESR is the hydroxyethyl radical from ethanol!

Oxidation of UFAs (unsaturated fatty acids) can be triggered by
hydroxyl, perhydroxyl and singlet oxygen, but also by sulfur radicals.

Compounds claimed to scavenge free radicals include: ascorbic, glutathioine,
polyphenols, Maillard products, riboflavin-binding proteins, etc....however far
from consensus as some say many of these are eventually prooxidants.
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